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Liquid-liquid extraction is a crucial process for recycling chemistry. In order to reuse
and to avoid mining of rare earths, recycling has often to be performed by separating
and purifying the rare earths from iron. This known technology relies on ion equilibria
in coexisting phases located between binodal tie-lines in the Winsor II regime of a
microemulsion with excess brine. Since the systems contain ten components, the phase
diagram in seven dimensions must be projected in tetrahedron.

The selectivity and differences of free energy of transfer can be determined with good
reliability and with reasonable time: days instead of months needed by batch methods.
Availability of data with variable composition allows to challenge the very few
predictive models based on first principles and evaluating the free energy of transfer
terms.

We show here first results obtained with a micro-fluidic device allowing continuous
exploration of lines in a complex phase diagram. We model the ion and extractant
distribution and separation, and compare to expected values from available theories.
Finally we discuss how to further speed up the process by electroacoustic fields.

